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Accelerating the Complete Identity and
Security Solution
LikeMinds Consulting
SOLUTION BRIEF

A FLEXIBLE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE
IDENTITY AND ACCESS
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Using legacy web access management solutions or legacy
directories to store passwords and other employee identity
and profile data can be costly for your enterprise. This can
also result in decreased productivity and significant security
risks that you can’t afford in a constantly changing security
ecosystem.

Access management is best solved through identity. Identity
streamlines operations, giving an effortless avenue for
your users to access the systems and data they need while
allowing you to leverage identity intelligence and adaptive
authentication to provide real-time access to authorized
applications and services.
LikeMinds Consulting has experience integrating hundreds
of applications, websites and custom applications. In
addition, LikeMinds Consulting has a strong specialization

Striking the balance between security and convenience for

in Oracle EBS and PingFederate/Access integrations, Siebel,
Hyperion, Fusion Middleware and more. The partnership

your customers, partners and employees is challenging. It

with Ping Identity provides a comprehensive, standards-

requires a flexible, high-performance identity and access

based platform architected to span all deployment models

management (IAM) solution that provides single sign-

and use cases for wherever enterprise IT goes.

on (SSO), multi-factor authentication (MFA) and access
security across all of your digital properties; unifies and
secures identity-centric customer data; and manages
customer consent to meet privacy regulations. It also
requires a partner with deep experience improving customer
engagement, mitigating security risks and ensuring

HOW PING AND LIKEMINDS
CONSULTING WORK TOGETHER
The combination of Ping + LikeMinds Consulting enables
you to quickly launch or expand your identity and access
management, mobile security, user management and

compliance, and modernizing legacy IAM solutions to

cloud security programs, both addressing immediate

increase user productivity.

needs and providing identity solutions that offer a longer-

The partnership of the Ping Intelligent Identity Platform

term, strategic foundation for your digital business while

and LikeMinds Consulting provides a simplified way to

simplifying the complexity associated with implementing

modernize your legacy access management solution.

and maintaining an enterprise IAM solution.

90%

Agree that IAM is important
to their company’s success

86%

View IAM as critical to
cloud adoption

82%

CIOs rank security as top
spending category

THE LIKEMINDS CONSULTING PLATFORM
Helps you develop a consistent
and effective identity and access
management strategy, architecture
and design.
Enables you to place resourceintensive IT operations under
the management of experienced
specialists so you can optimize
existing resources while LikeMinds
Consulting delivers operational
reports, monitoring and
comprehensive 24/7 support.

Self-service user management,
which complements the Ping
product suite.

Meets the custom, individual needs
of any enterprise and integrates
the Ping Identity Platform to
expand and modernize your
solution. LikeMinds Consulting
offers automation of PingFederate,
PingAccess, PingDirectory and
PingDataSync server installation,
and enhances PingFederate with
PingBOTs, an artificial intelligence
platform that allows you to deploy,
configure and monitor in minutes.

Provides enterprises with options
to securely manage a scalable
identity and access management
infrastructure in the cloud with the
Ping Identity Platform.

Integrate Ping products with other
identity management applications for
full, end-to-end identity management
capabilities including access,
provisioning and user management.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Ping + LikeMinds Consulting combine to provide a flexible, secure and scalable identity solution for your enterprise. We enable
you to greatly enhance your security posture without the cost and resource-intensive processes typically involved in systems
integrations, plus gain:
• Secure and exceptional user experiences that allow your customers to seamlessly authenticate and self-manage their
identity and profile data in a centralized solution that can span across all of your digital properties.
• Simplified authentication and authorization policies to help you mitigate security threats and ensure compliance while
increasing convenience through multi-factor authentication.
• A modern IAM solution that decreases management complexity, reduces infrastructure costs, and provides better user
experiences that boost productivity across the enterprise.

SUCCESS STORY
A world-wide clothing retailer has leveraged Ping + LikeMinds Consulting since 2012 as their workforce identity and access
management solution. In 2017, after years of proven reliability, they chose to expand that relationship to replace their legacy customer
authentication system for their 10,000,000 yearly active users.

Ping Identity

LikeMinds Consulting

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent

LikeMinds Consulting is a leading provider of consulting,

identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust, identity-defined

systems integration and managed services and focuses on

security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.

Identity Management, Application Security, Governance, Risk

The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers,

and Compliance solutions. LikeMinds Consulting focuses on

employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS

providing customers with a full range of services which span

and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing

through our core beliefs of Advising, Integrating, Maintaining

identity and profile data at scale.

and Accelerating the Complete Identity and Security Solution.

For more information about how Ping Identity and LikeMinds Consulting joint solutions can help your business, contact Ping or
LikeMinds Consulting.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and
profile data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google.
We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API
security, directory and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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